Human Sau3A repeated DNA is enriched in small polydisperse circular DNA from normal lymphocytes.
Representatives of the Sau3A family of short human repeated sequences [Meneveri et al., J. Mol. Biol. 186 (1985) 483-489] have been isolated from the small polydisperse circular DNA (spcDNA) of peripheral human lymphocytes. The prototype repeat is a 72-bp element which is at least partially tandemly repeated in spcDNA and human genomic DNA. In comparison with three major families of human repeated DNA, the Sau3A repeats are enriched in spcDNA. The function of spcDNA in normal and transformed eukaryotic cells is not understood and most studies have attempted to resolve this problem by molecular analysis of circular DNA isolated from cells in culture [see Rush and Misra, Plasmid 14 (1985) 177-191 for references]. We have studied the spcDNA present in normal uncultured human lymphocytes and present data pointing to the selective accumulation of the Sau3A family of repeated DNA within this population. The sequences of twelve of these repeats, the consensus sequence for this family and the sequence of a genomic repeat, are presented.